Are You Making These Mistakes With Your LPM Implementation?
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Mistake #1: Not Understanding What You’re Taking On
Mistake #2: Getting Distracted
Mistake #3: Not Selling The Benefits
Mistake #4: Ignoring the People Aspects
Mistake #5: Not Making Governance A Priority
Mistake #6: Underestimating Changes To The Plumbing
Solutions – Sorry No Secret Sauce Here!

1. Clear executive sponsorship
2. Agreement on what’s on the table and what is off
3. Careful management of stakeholders
4. Tight integration with your Business, Governance, Finance and HR people
5. Cross functional team
6. Heavy on education, training and communication
7. Run it as a Lean-Agile program
8. Get the tooling right
9. Recognize what success looks like…for all your stakeholders